Thiagu's Blog Global Market Outlook- 09 Feb 21
PayPal and Tesla have announced their support for Bitcoin .Credible Challenge mounted against
fiat currency system with some stories circulating that Apple might follow suit. Bitcoin saunters
with largest percent gain since last March; +13.75% and this surge wreaks havoc on Dollar to
begin with - Impact on rest as well & some fear of God in policy makers ?
Fed's Barkin brushes off inflation fears of stimulus. More assertive the Fed speakers are , more
apprehensive markets remain about inflation .Ahead of week's Treasury auctions, 30-year yields
climbed to 2%, their highest since Feb. 20, 2020. 10 year yields at 1.2%, highest since March.
(Message is when you run large fiscal, you have to pay despite Central bank support)
USD index support comes in at 90.65. Resistance from Thurs-Friday's highs of 91.58-60 & 100dma & Sep low converging by 91.74.
Lagarde highlighted urgent need of govt spending - Next Generation EU fund has fallen behind
schedule.That contrasts with fast-track efforts in U.S. to Biden's $1.9 trln package.Close abv
1.2064 would reinforce Thurs & Friday's base.1.2088/1.2104 to ideally cap for move lower. 61.8%
Fibo at 1.1887 remains potential target.
In its Q4 monetary policy imp report, PBoC said that it would balance recovery with preventing
risks.6.4500 to stay in tact .
UK called for a reset with the EU and "refinement" of the Brexit deal amid issues at the Northern
Ireland border.Resilient 1.3759 range top in view.Last week's bounce off 1.3569 61.8% 2021 rise
makes this the key support
Rising Treasury-JGB yield spreads should help USD/JPY's bullish reversal keeping GPIF on the
bid for Treasurys.USD/JPY still on higher plane, support/bids from ahead of 105.00 .200-DMA at
105.58 to resist .
Rupee to mull about oil rather than carry at some point. Naturally this time is different theories
will start flashing. For now, to stay anchored 73.00 (Brent might not be disrupted by any major
correction until it touches $62.23, the 361.8% proj level from $54.60.Weekly cont chart suggests
an aggressive target of $71.75)

